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ABSTRACT

To verify the effectiveness of polyurethane cement-prestressed steel wire ropes for flexural reinforcement of reinforced concrete T-girders, this paper conducts flexural test research on 7 pieces of T-girder specimens. Through the ABAQUS finite element program to build a model for numerical simulation, the results show polyurethane cement prestressed steel wire rope reinforcement can significantly increase the yield load and ultimate load of reinforced girders. Taking a girder in the test (20mm reinforcement thickness of polyurethane cement) as an example, yield load and ultimate load increased by 61.5% and 102.3% compared to unreinforced girder. The finite element model calculation results of T-girder bending reinforcement are in good agreement with the bending reinforcement test, and the error is only about 2%. For different strength concrete, the yield load increases slightly with the increase of concrete strength. For T-girders with different reinforcement ratios, the bearing capacity of strengthened girders changes significantly with the increase of longitudinal reinforcement ratio. The yield load of girders with reinforcement ratio of 1.82% and 1.35% is 29.84% and 65.85% higher than that of girders with reinforcement ratio of 0.91%. The yield deflection is 13.18% and 3.99% higher than that of girders with reinforcement ratio of 0.91%. It can be concluded that the bending reinforcement method of polyurethane cement prestressed steel wire ropes can effectively strengthen the main girder and ensure the structural safety.
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BACKGROUND

Due to the rapid increase of vehicle load and the influence of natural conditions, a series of defects are inevitable in the bridge structure. These diseases will directly affect the stiffness and bearing capacity of the old bridge structure [1-3]. Practice has shown that the load-bearing capacity of old bridge structures can be restored and improved by using appropriate strengthening methods [4-5]. The accurate simulation analysis of cracking damage and bearing capacity of concrete girder bridge can provide a certain theoretical basis for the safety
evaluation, maintenance and reinforcement of existing bridges [7-9]. With the development of electronic computers, the emergence and application of finite elements can provide solid and nonlinear analysis for reinforced concrete structures, which greatly promotes the efficiency of simulation analysis. Nowadays, finite element software simulation has become one of the indispensable work in bridge test [10], [11].

In recent years, many scholars have conducted experimental analyses on the mechanical properties and reinforcement effects of reinforced concrete structures by means of finite element procedures. Cao Ming[12] used the finite element software ABAQUS to perform nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete structures, summarized the basic principles and characteristics of the concrete principal structure model, and applied the calculation method to a finite element analysis of a simply supported girder to verify the reliability of the method. Yuan Ming [13] et al used a nonlinear finite element method to simulate and analyze the plastic damage of concrete box girders, and compared the simulation results with the experimental data to verify. The feasibility of introducing damage factors into the nonlinear analysis method of prestressed concrete box girder is verified, and the structural flexural and shear properties and damage characteristics can be accurately obtained; Zhang Haixia[14] et al used ABAQUS finite element software to apply different cell types for concrete, CFRP bars or laths and binder, especially Spring2 nonlinear spring cells to simulate the bonding effect of concrete with embedded CFRP bars or laths on the surface. Through finite element analysis, they obtained more accurate limit values of pull-out specimens, and correctly simulated the stress process of strengthened girders. Xu Chuanxue[15] et al clarified the main influencing factors by analyzing the long-term deformation of in vitro prestressed reinforced girders, and analyzed the law and degree of influence of each influencing factor on the long-term stiffness of reinforced concrete girders. Then the simulation results of various factors are given by finite element software to verify the reliability of analysis and simulation. Their research provides a reliable theoretical basis for the reinforcement of external prestress.

In this paper, 7 reinforced concrete T-section girders are strengthened by polyurethane cement prestressed steel wire rope flexural strengthening method for experimental study. Based on the plastic damage model, the nonlinear finite element analysis of reinforced concrete structure is carried out by using the test aided finite element software ABAQUS. Then, the parameters such as the number of steel wires embedded in polyurethane cement, the thickness of reinforced polyurethane cement, concrete strength grade and section reinforcement ratio are compared and analyzed.

T-GIRDER FLEXURAL STRENGTHENING RESULTS

Overview of Flexural Reinforcement Test

A total of 7 T-section simply supported girder specimens were tested in this section. The concrete for all specimens was made according to the same mix ratio. The specimens are of the same size, with an overall length of 3000 mm, a net span of 2700 mm, a shear-bend section length of 900 mm and a pure-bend section length of 900 mm. The longitudinal tensile steel bars are two 18 mm diameter tertiary rebar, the longitudinal reinforcement rate is 0.91%, the measured yield strength is 418 MPa, and the erection reinforcement is 10mm diameter secondary rebar, the measured yield strength is 250 MPa. In order to prevent insufficient shear strength, the configuration along the length of the specimen is 8 mm diameter first-class light round reinforcement, pure bending section spacing of 150 mm, shear bending section spacing of 80mm. The specific parameters of the cross-section are shown in Figure 1.
In order to study the influence of embedded materials of prestressed steel wire ropes on the performance of strengthened girders, a control girder without reinforcement is set up. The reinforced girders are divided into two parts, one part is the prestressing steel wire rope reinforced girder, 4 pieces in total. The other part is polyurethane cement prestressed steel wire ropes reinforced girders, 7 pieces in total, with specific parameters and girder numbers as shown in Table 1.

**Tab. 1 - Reinforcement parameters of girders**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Girder number</th>
<th>Number of wire ropes</th>
<th>Pre-stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Embedded materials</th>
<th>Material thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Anchorage?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control girder</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prestressed steel wire ropes</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prestressed steel wire ropes-polyurethane cement</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>PUC</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>PUC</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>PUC</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>PUC</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A9-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>PUC</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Test measurements**

Strain gauges were set up on concrete, steel reinforcement, steel wire rope, polyurethane cement and composite mortar to measure the material strain in each part. Four strain gauges affixed to the two tensile main reinforcement bars, arranged in the loading point section and the span section, respectively. Each wire rope in the pure bending section of the loading area to arrange 1 specification of strain gauges, staggered arrangement of the strain gauges of each wire rope. Polyurethane cement material is arranged with 4 strain gauges, 2 strain gauges are arranged at the bottom of the girders. The strain gauges of the composite mortar were arranged in the same form as the polyurethane cement, and the specific strain measurement arrangement positions are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
Test results and analysis

Load-deflection curves of girders are shown in Figure 4. The reinforced girders first exhibit a linear elastic phenomenon like that of the unreinforced girders, but with a higher initial stiffness. When the load reaches 150 kN, the slope of the curve starts to decrease and the wire rope starts to reach the nominal yield strength. Despite the decrease in slope, the stiffness still maintains a high level. Compared with the A2 girder reinforced with cement mortar prestressed steel wire rope, the A5 girder has higher load carrying capacity and overall stiffness. Girder A4 is a polyurethane cement reinforced girder, and there is no prestressing steel wire rope in the polyurethane cement. Girder A4 has greater initial stiffness than the control girder, but slightly less stiffness than girder A5.

The load-deflection curves of girders A5, A8, A9 and A9-1 are shown in Figure 5. Both A9 and A9-1 girders have 2 prestressing steel wires. Both A5 and A8 girders have 5 prestressing steel wires. These two control groups differ only in the thickness of the polyurethane cement material. Compared with A5 and A9 girders with 20mm thickness polyurethane cement, A8 and A9-1 girders have higher structural stiffness. The thickened polyurethane cement material also has a more significant effect on limiting cracks during loading, reducing the formation and expansion of cracks and increasing the overall stiffness of the girder. In addition, the deflections of girder A9-1 and A8 were reduced compared with those of girder A9 and A5, respectively. Due to the different number of wire ropes, but the reduction was not significant.

When girder A5 reaches a yield load of 120 kN, the net strain increases in the wire rope after subtracting the initial tension strain is 2155 με. Under this load, the net increase of the
wire rope of girder A2 has risen to 2804 με, which can indicate that the polyurethane cement material embedded in the prestressed wire rope can delay the yielding of the girder reinforcement and effectively increase the load carrying capacity of the main girder when the wire rope strains of both types of girders reach the same level.

The A9 and A9-1 girder reinforcement, wire rope and polyurethane cement material strains are shown in Figure 9. Both reinforcement girders are arranged with 2 prestressing steel ropes, and the A9 and A9-1 girders are embedded in 20 mm and 25 mm polyurethane cement materials respectively. From the graphs, it can be seen that the load-strain curves of the reinforcement, wire ropes and polyurethane cement materials in the two girders have similar trends. Since the thickness of the steel wire rope embodied in the polyurethane cement material in girder A9-1 is 5 mm greater than that of A9, the strain on the steel reinforcement, steel wire rope and polyurethane cement in girder A9-1 is smaller than that of girder A9 under the same load. As the wire rope enters the nominal yield state, the tensile strain difference between the two girders of polyurethane cement material under the same load becomes progressively larger, due to the steel bars entering the yield state, when the prestressing wire rope in the girder is also approaching the nominal yield strength.

Tab. 2 - Cracking load, yield load and ultimate load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Girder number</th>
<th>Cracking strength (kN)</th>
<th>Increase proportion (%)</th>
<th>Yield strength (kN)</th>
<th>Increase proportion (%)</th>
<th>Ultimate strength (kN)</th>
<th>Increase proportion (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control girder</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>101.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestressed wire ropes</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>141.3</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyurethane cement-prestressed wire ropes</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>168.7</td>
<td>67.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>125.0</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>204.3</td>
<td>102.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A8</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>175.0</td>
<td>137.0</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>228.5</td>
<td>126.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A9</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>110.3</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>179.0</td>
<td>77.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A9-1</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>130.2</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>207.8</td>
<td>105.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF FLEXURAL REINFORCEMENT

Model parameter selection

(1) Concrete stress-strain curve

The ABAQUS plastic damage model can simulate the stiffness recovery, damage, crack development and closure behavior of concrete structural members under reciprocal loading[16]. The plastic damage model is chosen for modeling the flexural test of polyurethane cement-prestressed steel wire ropes. The plastic damage model is modeled using the yield strengthening criterion and the flow law, which are used to calibrate the parameters in the model.

In order to make the model simulation results closer to the actual situation, the concrete uniaxial stress-strain relationship and loading stress paths need to be provided. The concrete intrinsic structure relationship given by the code[17] was used as the stress-strain relationship. The material elasticity modulus E and the elastic stress are σ0 (σc0) used to determine the stress-strain relationship in the elastic phase of the material, and the material stress-strain
The relationship provided by the code is used to determine the relationship in the inelastic phase. Then the expressions are respectively:

Under tension:

\[ y = \frac{x}{\frac{1}{2}x^2 + \frac{1}{2}y^2} \quad x > 1 \] (3-1)

In the formula: \( x = \varepsilon / \varepsilon_\text{y} \), \( y = \sigma / f_\text{t} \), \( \varepsilon_\text{y} \) and \( f_\text{t} \) are the parameters of the falling section of the uniaxial tensile stress-strain curve.

Under pressure:

\[
\begin{cases}
  y = \alpha_n x + (3 - 2 \alpha_n) x^2 + (\alpha_n - 2) x^3 & x \leq 1 \\
  y = \alpha_n x + (3 - 2 \alpha_n) x^2 + (\alpha_n - 2) x^3 & x > 1
\end{cases}
\] (3-2)

In the formula: \( x = \varepsilon / \varepsilon_\text{y} \), \( y = \sigma / f_\text{t} \), \( \varepsilon_\text{y} \) and \( f_\text{t} \) are the parameters of the rising and falling phases of the uniaxial compressive intrinsic relationship curve, respectively.

(2) Damage factors

Concrete research scholars have used the following methods to calculate the damage factor of the material [18-20], and the results obtained are also relatively good, so the damage factor is calculated in this paper according to the equation in the literature [18]. The damage factors in the literature [18] for uniaxial compression and tension are calculated as:

\[ d_\varepsilon = \frac{1 - \sqrt{\frac{1}{k_c} \alpha_n + (3 - 2 \alpha_n) x + (\alpha_n - 2) x^2}}{1 - \sqrt{\frac{1}{k_c} \alpha_n + (3 - 2 \alpha_n) x + (\alpha_n - 2) x^3}} \quad x \leq 1 \] (3-3)

\[ d_\sigma = \frac{1 - \sqrt{\frac{1}{k_c} \alpha_n + (3 - 2 \alpha_n) x + (\alpha_n - 2) x^2}}{1 - \sqrt{\frac{1}{k_c} \alpha_n + (3 - 2 \alpha_n) x + (\alpha_n - 2) x^3}} \quad x > 1 \] (3-4)

In the formula: \( k_c = f_\text{y} / (\varepsilon_\text{y}, E_\text{y}) \), \( k_\sigma = f_\text{t} / (\varepsilon_\text{y}, E_\text{y}) \), \( \varepsilon_\text{y} \) and \( E_\text{y} \) are the parameters of the rising and falling phases of the uniaxial compressive intrinsic relationship curve, respectively.

(3) The rest of the parameters

The selection of parameters in the model affects the convergence of the calculated results. In this paper, the coefficient of viscosity of concrete material is taken as 0.001 and the expansion angle \( \varphi \) is taken as 35°. The plastic damage parameters of C40 concrete are shown in Table 3.

**Tab.3: The plastic damage parameters of C40 concrete**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \varepsilon )</th>
<th>( \varphi )</th>
<th>( \sigma_\text{y} / \sigma_0 )</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( K_\varepsilon )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>35.000</td>
<td>1.160</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intrinsic relationship between reinforcement, wire ropes, and polyurethane cement materials:

In the finite element analysis of flexural reinforcement, in order to make the model both simple and better simulate the reinforcing effect of the reinforcement, only the stress-strain relationship of the reinforcement in the monotonic loading mode is considered in the model building process. At this time, the reinforcement principal model curve includes elastic section, yield section, and hardening phase. The elastic-plastic hardening model is used in Figure 8, where the bond slip between the reinforcement and concrete is not considered in the model. The stress-strain curves of the wire rope material and the polyurethane cement material were...
measured using the actual curves of this test with reference to the literature[21-23], and the test results are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

![Steel Bar Stress - Strain Curves (Elastic-plastic reinforcement model)](image)

**Fig. 8 - Steel Bar Stress - Strain Curves (Elastic-plastic reinforcement model)**

![Fitting curve of strain-stress (PUC)](image)

**Fig.9 - Fitting curve of strain-stress (PUC)**

![Wire Ropes Stress-strain Curves](image)

**Fig.10 - Wire Ropes Stress-strain Curves**

### Finite element simulation of reinforced concrete girder flexural resistance

The finite element model in this section is used to compare the test girder CB girder and to verify the effect of numerical simulation. The finite element units are selected as follows:

- Solid units are selected for concrete, bearing plates; Wire units are selected for main reinforcement and hoop bars.
- Poisson's ratio: concrete: 0.2, bearing plates: 0.25.

In the model, the concrete and bearing plates are connected with Tie, and the main reinforcement and rectangular hoop reinforcement in the concrete are embedded in Embedded region. Constraints are added to the centerline of the mat, with vertical constraints applied at one end and horizontal and vertical constraints at the other end, to simulate the simply supported girder boundary conditions. The cell mesh size is 20 mm × 20 mm × 20 mm, and the mesh of the unreinforced girder is divided as shown in Figure 11. The model does not consider the bond slip between the reinforcement and concrete.
In the following, we will use “FEM-CB” to represent the finite element model and “EXP-CB” to replace the actual model, and the calculation results are as follows:

**Fig. 11 - Finite element model of the T girder**

![Finite element model of the T girder](image)

In the following, we will use “FEM-CB” to represent the finite element model and “EXP-CB” to replace the actual model, and the calculation results are as follows:

**Fig. 12 - Load-deflection curve**

![Load-deflection curve](image)

**Fig. 13 - Load-steel strain curve**

![Load-steel strain curve](image)

**Tab. 4 - Calculated value of Abaqus and test value comparison**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens number</th>
<th>Yield strength/kN</th>
<th>Yield deflection/mm</th>
<th>Ultimate strength/kN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXP-CB (CB)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM-CB</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen from the test curve in Figure 12 and the data in Table 4: the calculated result of Abaqus program is similar to the test result. When the longitudinal reinforcement in the span section yields, the deflection of the girder increases rapidly and the width of the crack expands continuously. The area of the concrete compressed zone gradually decreases with the extension of the crack, but the compressive stress undergone keeps increasing, and the calculation is terminated when the girder deflection exceeds the test deflection. From the data in Table 4 of the test curve: it can be seen that the error of the yielding load is only 2.6% for
the FEM simulated values compared with the test values; Deflection error at the yield point of only 2.4%; The error for the ultimate load is only 1.9%.

Figure 13 shows the comparative load-strain curves of EXP-RC girder and FEM-RC. From the figure, it can be seen that the calculated curve of ABAQUS program and the test curve basically match. Compared with the experimental curves, there are some differences between the ABAQUS simulation curves and the experimental test curves. The main difference is that there is a certain difference between the intrinsic structure relationship of the bars entered in the model and the actual curve relationship of the bars, and the curve relationship obtained from the test is the test result of one bar. The values of the reinforcement entered is the average of the test results of the two bars. The actual test result curve is short, which is caused by the failure or breakage of the strain gauge during the actual loading process.

Comparative finite element analysis of flexural reinforced girders

The finite element model of the prestressed wire rope polyurethane cement reinforced girder was established based on the test data of the reinforced T-girder in the previous section and numerical analysis was performed. The reinforced wire rope diameter is 4 mm, and the unit is selected as Wire, which is simplified according to the actual curve of stress-strain relationship. Finite element model of reinforced girder can be seen in Figure 14, and steel bars model are in Figure 15. Polyurethane cement material, Solid unit was selected and the stress-strain curve relationship was adopted from the measured axial tensile curve Figure 15. The initial tensile strength of the wire rope is achieved by the cooling method and is embedded in the polyurethane cement material by means of embedded. Tie is chosen for the contact between the polyurethane cement material and the concrete.

Finite element calculation results of flexural strengthening test girder

Three girders A5, A8 and A9 with different thicknesses of polyurethane cement and different numbers of wire ropes were selected as representatives for finite element calculations of flexural strengthening test girders. The ABAQUS finite element simulation results and test results of reinforced girders A5, A8 and A9 are shown in Table 5 below. The errors of both results are within 5%.
Tab. 5 - Comparison table between simulated and experimental value (Strengthened girders)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen number</th>
<th>Yield strength (kN)</th>
<th>Yield deflection (mm)</th>
<th>Ultimate strength (kN)</th>
<th>Fracture deflection of reinforcement layer (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXP-A5</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>204.3</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM-A5</td>
<td>123.0</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>208.0</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP-A8</td>
<td>137.0</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>228.5</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM-A8</td>
<td>142.0</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP-A9</td>
<td>110.3</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>179.0</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM-A9</td>
<td>107.2</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>175.3</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>-2.8%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>-2.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The finite element calculation clouds of specimen A5 are shown in Figure 16 ~ Figure 19.

Fig.16 - Displacement cloud diagram of A5  Fig.17 - Reinforcement stress cloud diagram of A5

Fig.18 - Concrete stress cloud diagram of A5  Fig.19 - PUC stress cloud diagram of A5
As shown in Figure 20, the finite element calculation curve of specimen A5 is compared with the test curve. The finite element calculation curves formed by the member deflection, PUC strain, steel strain and concrete compression strain similar to the experimental test result.

Based on the simulation analysis of the form of reinforcement with 5 wire ropes embedded in 20mm thick polyurethane cement, finite element simulation analysis was conducted for reinforced girder A8 with different thickness of polyurethane cement and reinforced girder A9 with different number of pre-stressed wire ropes. Finite element simulation curves and test curves were plotted. The finite element calculation curves of specimens A8 and A9 are compared with the test curves in Figure 21 and Figure 22. The load-deflection curve, load-bottom PUC strain curve, load-tension zone reinforcement strain curve, and load-compression zone concrete strain curve in the span calculated by the finite element are similar to the test results. It shows that the calculation model can better reflect the force process of the member. Throughout the loading process, especially after yielding of the reinforcement, the load carrying capacity of the member is increased to a large extent due to the presence of the polyurethane cement material. The calculation results are convincing and can be used to supplement the reinforcement test and the in-depth study of the reinforcement test girder.
Fig. 21 - Simulation results of Abaqus and test results (specimen A8)
Effect of concrete strength on reinforcement performance

The concrete strengths were 30 MPa, 40 MPa and 50 MPa respectively. The strengthening girders were identical to those of the test girders, with a reinforcement rate of 0.91%. The reinforcement layer was a 20 mm thick polyurethane cement material embedded with five prestressing steel ropes, and the loading method was symmetrical loading at two points. The calculation results of FEA are shown in Table 6.

As can be seen from Table 6, the yield strength of reinforced girders increases slightly with the improvement of concrete strength. Taking C30 concrete members as a reference, the yield strength increases by 2.5% and 4.1% respectively, when the deflection values are also very close. The increase of yield strength was 3.79% and 5.89% for C30 concrete members as reference, the fracture deflection of the reinforcement layer of the members increased with the improvement of concrete strength of the reinforced members. The ultimate deflection of the members increased by 2.10% and 3.25% respectively.

The simulation results of concrete reinforced girders with different strengths are shown in Figure 23. The deflection trends of reinforced girders of different strengths are approximately the same. Similarly, the strain trends for steel and polyurethane cement are essentially the same, with the material curves almost coinciding for reinforced girders of different strengths, but with a slight increase in the maximum strain of the material at damage as the strength
increases. When damage to the reinforcement layer occurs, the reinforced girder with the highest concrete strength has the highest load-bearing capacity.

**Fig. 2.3 Simulation results of Abaqus (Specimens of different concrete strength)**

**Effect of original girder reinforcement rate on reinforcement performance**

In order to study the effect of reinforcement rate of main reinforcement on the performance of reinforced girders, the reinforcement rates in the model were taken as 0.91%, 1.82% and 2.73%, respectively. The concrete strength is adopted according to the values of flexural reinforcement tests in Chapter 3, and the reinforcement layer is 5 prestressing steel ropes embedded in 20 mm thickness of polyurethane cement material, loaded symmetrically at two points in the span. The finite element calculation results are shown in Table 7.
Tab. 7 - Calculation table of influence of reinforcement ratio on flexural reinforcement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen number</th>
<th>Yield strength (kN)</th>
<th>Yield deflection (mm)</th>
<th>Ultimate strength (kN)</th>
<th>Fracture deflection of reinforcement layer (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEM-0.91</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM-1.35</td>
<td>159.7</td>
<td>249.3</td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM-1.82</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>299.2</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>20.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 7, it can be seen that the load carrying capacity of reinforced girders varies significantly with the increase in the reinforcement rate of longitudinal bars, and the yield loads of girders with reinforcement rate of 1.82% and 1.35% increase by 29.84% and 65.85%, respectively, compared to girders with reinforcement rate of 0.91%, and the yield deflections of girders with reinforcement rate of 1.82% and 1.35% increase by 13.18% and 3.99%, respectively. The ultimate bearing capacity of the girders at reinforcement layer fracture damage increased by 19.86% and 43.85% with the increase of reinforcement rate, and the
ultimate deflection did not change much with the increase of reinforcement rate, which were - 0.98% and 0.64%, respectively.

The finite element calculation results of the reinforced girder with different reinforcement rates are shown in Figure 24. As the reinforcement rate increases the concrete strain of the member increases, and the member with the most longitudinal reinforcement exhibits the greatest load-bearing capacity when the final damage occurs. The strain of polyurethane cement and steel reinforcement becomes larger with increasing reinforcement ratio and the load carrying capacity of the member increases.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, 7 T-girder specimens were studied in flexural tests. The effect of each design parameter on the reinforcement effect was elaborated through the experimental analysis of the flexural performance of polyurethane cement prestressed steel wire rope reinforced girders. Through the ABAQUS finite element program to establish a model for numerical simulation, and the actual test for flexural parameters analysis compared to the following conclusions:

(1) Compared with prestressing steel wire rope reinforcement, polyurethane cement-pressing steel wire rope reinforcement can effectively improve the yield strength and ultimate strength of the reinforced girder. Taking girder A5 (20 mm thick polyurethane cement) as an example, the yield load and ultimate load increased by 61.5% and 102.3% compared with CB control girder. While the yield load and ultimate load of girder A2 (20 mm thick cement mortar) increased by 30.1% and 39.9%, far less effective than the polyurethane cement prestressed steel wire rope reinforcement.

(2) A reasonable finite element model for flexural reinforcement of T-girder is established. The simulation results are similar to the test results. The finite element simulation results are in good agreement with the flexural reinforcement test, the ABAQUS program is calculated correctly, and the established finite element reinforcement model is reasonable.

(3) For different strengths of concrete, the yield load increases slightly as the concrete strength of the reinforced girder increases, but the value of yield deflection is close. Taking the C30 concrete members as reference, the yield strength increases by 3.79% and 5.89%, and the ultimate deflection and ultimate bearing capacity increase by the same trend of 2.10% and 3.25%, respectively.

(4) For T-girders with different reinforcement ratios, the bearing capacity of reinforced girders changes significantly with the increase of longitudinal reinforcement ratio. The yield loads of girders with reinforcement ratio of 1.82% and 1.35% increase by 29.84% and 65.85%, respectively, and the yield deflections increase by 13.18% and 3.99%, respectively, compared with those of girders with reinforcement ratio of 0.91%. The ultimate deflection does not change much with the increase of reinforcement rate, which is -0.98% and 0.64% respectively.
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